
Hardware Includes:
2 x 1” 1/2 Hex Screw
1 x Spacers (black)
2 x Self Tapper Screws

Tools Required:
Screw Driver
7/16 Wrench

Install shall be made entirely at your own risk. We shall not be liable for any damage which may result from the Installation.

Install Splitter with Bumper Clip

Place the splitter directly under the holes of 
where the bumper clip  use to be. Make sure
to match pre drilled holes on diffuser with holes
of  bumper. On Each side of the diffuser, install
the bu mper clip into the outer holes. There 
should be TWO CLIPS  installed.

LEAVE INNER TWO HOLES FOR NEXT STEPS

2.

Do the same onto the right side of the diffuser.
Make sure to leave inner hole bumper clip off.

2.

Pop Off Bumper Clips
Below the rear bumper are 4 bumper clips
use a Flat Head Screw Driver to pop off
the 4 OEM bumper clips.

1.
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Remove Rearbumper Side Clips

On the rear bumper there will be two bumper
clips located at bottom of rear bumper near the
rear wheels. 1 bumper clip on each side.
Remove each clip.

5.

Now align the predrilled hole with where the
bumper clip used to be and push in the bumper
clip through the predrilled hole on diffuser into
bumper. 
The 2nd predrilled hole is to be drilled through 
bumper with a self taper screw.

6.

Install Inner Hole Hardware
In the inner holes of diffuser, Please use the
1’1/2 inch philips head screw accompanied by
the large washer and push into the predrilled
hole --> black spacer -->  rearbumper. 
Reach under the bumper and place the small 
washer on the screw. Next, screw NUT in place
with wrench. 
While holding wrench, screw the philips head
until nut is tightened inside of rear bumper.

4.
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